Abstract--A new feasible direction method for linear programming problems is presented. The method is not boundary following. The method proceeds from a feasible interior point in a direction that improves the objective function until a point on a constraint surface is met. At this point searches are initiated in the hyperplane of constant function value by using projections of the bounding constraints until n bounding constraints are identified that yield a vertex as candidate solution. If the vertex is not feasible or feasible with a worse function value, the next iteration is started from the centre of the simplex defined by the identified points on the bounding constraint surfaces. Otherwise the feasible vertex is tested for optimality. If not optimal a perturbed point with improved function value on an edge emanating from the vertex is calculated from which the next iteration is started. The method has successfully been applied to many test problems.
INTRODUCTION
For almost 40 years the simplex method of Dantzig [1] was the established and unchallenged method for solving linear programming (LP) problems. Recently the situation has changed with the publication of Karmarkar's projective method [2] and the claim that the practical behaviour of this polynomial-in-time method is superior to that of the simplex method. At present the question of superiority has not yet been decided although the general impression is that the new method may indeed be superior for specially structured large problems [3] . In any case, the dramatic announcement of the new method has stimulated a marked revival of interest in LP not only in Karmarkar's method but also in possible new non-simplex ways of approaching the problem. Further motivation for the search for non-simplex methods may be found in the recent publications of Zcleny [4] and Mitra et al. [5] . In particular Zeleny points out the need for parallel optimization algorithms required to take advantage of the emergence of advanced parallel computers in the future. So far, operations research has devoted its effort to sequential algorithms whereas parallel computers require the design of new algorithms with larger "granularity", i.e. characterized by a sufficient number of concurrent tasks in order to keep a large number of processors busy.
Most of the older feasible direction alternative methods, such as Zoutendijk's method [6] , Roscn's gradient projection method [7] , Wolfe's reduced gradient method [8] and Zangwill's convex-simplex method [9] are boundary following methods. It is well-known that these methods are not competitive compared to the performance of the simplex method although they have the advantage that they may be extended to more general non-linear programming problems. In this paper a non-simplex feasible direction method is presented that is not boundary following. The method attempts to identify the optimal bounding set of active constraints by a sequence of steps taken through the interior of the feasible region. In addition it will be shown that the new algorithm possesses significant parallel features compared to the highly sequential simplex method. This should allow the new method to exploit the potential offered by parallel computing.
In a typical iteration the new method proceeds from a feasible interior point in a direction that improves the objective function until a constraint surface is met. At this point the negative gradient of the constraint surface is projected onto the hypersurface of constant function value going through this point. Hereby searches are initiated in this hyperplane until n points on n constraint surfaces bounding this constant function value surface have been identified. Solving the system of n linear equations corresponding to the bounding constraints yields a vertex that may or may not 44 J.A. SNYMA~ be feasible. If the vertex is not feasible or feasible with a worse function value, the next iteration is started from the centre of the simplex defined by the n different points identified on the bounding constraint surfaces. Otherwise the feasible vertex is tested for optimality. If not optimal a new iteration is started from a perturbed point with improved function value.
CONSTRAINT PROJECTION METHOD
For the purpose of clarity the presentation of the method takes on an inductive character. After formulation of the problem the basic idea of the method is introduced via a geometrical argument for the simple, almost trivial, two-dimensional case. The geometrical argument is then extended to the three-dimensional case after which the generalization to n dimensions is made.
Problem statement
Here we consider the following formulation of the LP problem: maximize f(x) = e" x subject to the linear constraints
where x, c, a j are column vectors in R", bj e R and" denotes the scalar product. In this formulation the usual non-negativity constraints, if specified, are included amongst the general constraints and the method, as will be shown later, does not treat them separately or differently from the others. In a computer implementation of the method one may of course, for economy, exploit the special and simple structure of the non-negativity constraints. The availability of an initial feasible point x ° is assumed.
Geometrical introduction to the method
Consider the two-dimensional problem depicted by Fig. 1 . The solid lines represent the constraints and the shaded area the feasible region with feasible initial point x ° at the origin. The dashed lines are improving feasible directions, which will be discussed below, and the thick solid lines in the interior are lines of constant function value perpendicular to the vector e. The optimal solution to the problem is the vertex denoted by x*.
With reference to Fig. 1 it is now proposed that the following sequence of steps yields the optimal solution.
aa.x-b3 = 0 l°x:7 Step 1. At starting point x ° at the origin choose improving feasible direction s,=e and set iteration number i,=0.
Step 2. Set iteration number i,=i + 1. Move in the direction of s until the nearest constraint a j" x -bj = 0 is met at x ~.
Step 3. Project -a j onto the line c-x =f(x ~) to give pl.
Step 4. Move in the direction pl, again until the nearest constraint in this direction, a k" x -bk = 0, is met at x 2.
Step 5. Solve the linear system at'x-bt = 0, l =j, k to yield the vertex xL
Step 6. Test whether x v is feasible or not; if so then x* = x v and STOP; otherwise set new x°,=½(x I + x2), new improving feasible direction s..=x v -x ° and go to Step 2 for the start of the next iteration.
[] For the example depicted in Fig. 1 the optimal vertex is obtained in two iterations. Denoting the iteration number in brackets the solution is x*= x~ (2) .
Before continuing we deal with a few obvious complications that may arise. First of all it may happen that f(xV(i)) <f(xJ(i)), i.e. the vertex xV(i) falls "behind" the line c'x =f(xl(i)). This will be so if (x~(i)-x°(i + 1))'c < 0. In this case the situation may be remedied by, regardless of whether x~(i) is feasible or not, choosing as improving feasible direction for the next iteration s(i + 1),=x°(i + 1) --xV(i).
A second problem occurs if the bounding constraints are parallel, i.e. a j = -~a k, ~ > 0 and thus linearly dependent. An obvious practical solution is to perturb the problem slightly. This matter will be dealt with for the more general case at a later stage.
Finally if x ~ is feasible andf(x ~) >f(x ~) the question arises as to whether or not it is optimal. In the two-dimensional case such an x ~ obviously corresponds to x*. It is anticipated however that in extending this method to a higher dimension this will not necessarily be so and a test for optimality will be required. More about this too at a later stage.
Geometrical extension to three dimensions
In extending the method to three dimensions the projection of the constraint gradients and the identification of the points x j, j = 1, 2, 3 on three bounding constraint surfaces become more complicated. This procedure is explained with reference to Fig. 2 . Consider the three constraint surfaces a j" x -bj = 0, j = 1, 2, 3 intersecting at the vertex x v with x ° a feasible initial point in the interior of the feasible cone defined by the constraints.
Moving from x ° in the improving feasible direction s the constraint a I • x -b I = 0 is met in x ~. Here -a I is projected onto the hyperplane of constant function value e.x =f(x 1) to give pL.=-a' +~,c, ~,=a"e/[Jell 2.
(2.2)
Normalize p' by setting p',=pl/l[p' 1[. Now move in the direction pl until the nearest constraint in this direction, a:" x-b2 = 0, is met in x 2 with associated normalized projection p2. The next in-plane search is now carried out from y,=l(xt +x 2) in the direction q,=p~ +p 2. Since q. pJ = q. p2 > 0, q points equally away from both encountered constraints (see Fig. 3 ) and thus moving in this direction will encounter a third constraint if it exists. In Figs 2 and 3 this constraint is a3"X-b 3 = 0 that is met in x 3. Three points x t, x 2 and x 3 have now been identified on three (not necessarily the only ones) bounding constraints a j" x -by = 0, j = 1, 2, 3. For the rest the procedure for the three-dimensional case corresponds directly with that described for the two-dimensional case. Corresponding to Step 5 the solution of the system a j" x -bj = 0, j = 1, 2, 3 yields the candidate vertex x ~. If x v is not feasible orf(x ~) <f(x ~) then the initial point for the next iteration is the centre of the simplex defined by x ~, x 2 and x 3, i.e. x°(i + 1)..=~x t + x 2 + x 3) and depending on whether or not (x ~-x°)'c > 0 the next improving feasible direction is set at s(i + 1),= + (x ° -x°).
Test for optimality
It may now happen that x v is feasible yet not optimal. A geometrical representation for n = 3 of such a situation is depicted in Fig. 4 where the feasible region is a polyhedral wedge defined by four bounding constraints. The candidate vertex x v, obtained as a result of the identification of the points x ~, x 2 and x 3 on three constraint surfaces, is clearly not optimal since for a point z I close to x v on the top edge f(z 1) >f(x"). In general, for n >t 3, one may test for optimality by applying the well-known Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. Once n bounding constraints have been identified x" is obtained by calculating the solution of the corresponding linear system 
Computation of in-plane search directions for the general case
As pointed out in Section 2.3, after x ~ and x 2 are encountered the next search direction q = (p~ + p2) is such that it points equally away from the previously encountered constraint surfaces (see again Fig. 3 ). If we now extend the method to the general case n i> 3, the same argument applies for the rth search direction qr that must be computed after x ~, x 2 .... , x r have been encountered. Again q' must be such that it "points away" equally from the encountered constraints, i.e. pJ'q'=6, j=l,2,...,r, (2.5)
for some arbitrarily chosen 6 > O. In general choose q'= ~ ~jpJ, (2.6) where pJ is the normalized projection of -a j, corresponding to thejth encountered constraint, onto the hypersurface c.x =f(x ~) and yj~ R. Conditions (2.5) require that the vector of constants Y = (~, 72 ..... y,)x be chosen such that i pip> p p2> pp7 Ill
or more concisely P'3' = fie, where e = [1, 1 ..... 1] T. 6 is arbitrarily chosen as equal to one. Assume for the moment that P' is non-singular. It will be singular if the projections are linearly dependent which corresponds to the existence of "parallel" encountered constraints.
The matrix P in system (2.7) is symmetric and for each successive step the order of the system is increased by the addition of a row and column but otherwise the entries remain unaltered. This system may economically be solved as the order is successively increased by adopting the bordering procedure described below.
Suppose that we have solved for q' with the associated symmetric factorization of P' = L'L er known, where L' = {1~} is a lower triangular matrix and T denotes the transpose. We now require the solution of P'+ t~, = 6e where p,+l is identical to pr except for the additional symmetric row and column, i.e. Having computed v and u we have by system (2.9), the required factorization P'+~ = L ('+ ~)L ('+ ~)r. For convenience we drop the superscript (r + 1) in what follows. The solution of ~ = LL'r? = 6e may now economically be calculated. By setting /~ ---Lrl, the solution of Lp = 6e follows by forward substitution. Note that we need only sovle for/~,+~ since/z~,/~2,...,/z, are known from the previous step. Having obtained/t we now solve for ? from Lr~, = p by backward substitution. A careful analysis shows that the total number of multiplications involved per iteration, i.e. for computing all the search directions qi, q2 ..... qn-l, is approximately equal to n 3/3. The implication of this is that in the computer implementation of the method the computations done in generating the search directions q~,q2 ..... q"-~ correspond to little more than the solution of a single (n -1) × (n -1) linear system.
It remains to deal with the complication that may arise if P' is singular, i.e. "parallel" constraints are encountered. One may of course eliminate this problem by perturbing the constraints very slightly, as is customary in the application of the simplex method where degeneracy is to be avoided. The solution to the perturbed problem may then be expected to be close to the solution of the original problem. A more satisfactory strategy may be the following. If P' is singular the in-plane searches are terminated and one sets x°..= -x j (2.10) J and restarts the algorithm from x ° with s,=c. It can be shown (see Section 3) that such a strategy may indeed result in convergence to the true solution.
One is now in a position to formally give a concise exposition of the general method.
General algorithm
It is assumed that an initial feasible point is available, that the problem is bounded and that a solution exists. The new method then yields the solution by carrying out the following steps.
Step 1. Given feasible x °, set search direction s,=e and iteration number i,=0. For each constraint compute the normalized projection p J, j = 1, 2 .... , m according to the formula indicated by conditions (2.2).
Step 2.
Step 3.
Set i,=i + 1. Step 4. Set x°,=y ". t= i
Step 5. Solve the system corresponding to system (2. Step 6. If x ~ feasible andf(x ~) ~>f(x °) then solve the system corresponding to equation (2.4): g'r2 = e; if 2k < 0 for some k then solve ~z = li -c k to give z k, set x°,=z k, s,=e and go the Step 2; else x ~ optimal and STOP; else iff(x ") >t (x °) set s,=x ~-x °, and go to Step 2; else set s,=x °-x~; and go to Step 2. []
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A somewhat informal discussion of the theoretical properties of the new method is now given.
In implementing the algorithm the following cases may arise in any iteration:
(a) At any x j, j = l, 2 ..... n, it may happen that ~ = 0. This implies that the constraint hyperplane that is met at x j and is described by W.x-Fj = 0, is orthogonal to e. The point x j therefore lies on an optimal hyperplane and no further increase is possible. Now since x ° is an interior point [case (b.
2)] there must also have been a non-zero step away from the previous x ~ to a point x j+ ~ for some 1 ~<j ~< n -1. Since by equations (3.2) a k. x I -bk = 0 and a k. x j+ i _ bk = 0 it follows that a k" qJ --0 (see Step 3) . This is exactly the condition required for constraint k to I~come active at x ~ which contradicts the taking of a non-zero step away from x ~ in which constraint k is ignored. It follows then that for x ° an interior point, ~t 0 = 0 following on case (b.2.2), is not possible.
The above exposition now allows for the statement of the following therorem.
Theorem 3.1
In each iteration, on the assumption of the absence of degeneracy and that the projections of the encountered constraints are linearly independent, the algorithm of Section 2.6 yields an increase in the objective function unless it has reached an optimal vertex or hyperplane.
[] What can we say if at any stage P becomes singular? In this case it is proposed that we choose for the next iteration x°,=(1/r) ~ x' iffil with s,=c. Again distinguish between the case where x ° is an interior point and where it is a boundary point.
(c) x ° an interior point: again we may argue, in a way similar to that for case (b.2.2. 2) above, that ct0 > 0 and that we have an increase in the objective function which means that our strategy is successful. Clearly the 2is correspond to the Lagrange multipliers and if )~i >I 0, i = 1, 2 ..... r, then system (3.5) states that the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions are satisfied and one concludes that x ° lies on an optimal hyperedge. If one or more of the 2is are negative however, then x ° is not optimal. In this case we may drop the constraint corresponding to the most negative 2i and following the procedure first proposed by Rosen [7] , compute the projection of e onto the subspace defined by the remaining constraints. One may then obtain a new feasible starting point with increased function value for the next iteration by moving a small distance from x ° in the direction of this gradient projection.
Should we thus allow in our algorithm for all the complications implied by the latter case (d), one would be able to generalize Theorem 3.1 to apply without the condition of linear independence of the encountered constraint projections. In practice however the occurrence of this case appears to be very remote indeed. Should it ever happen the most practical and sensible solution would probably be to perturb the constraints very slightly so as to remove the linear dependence of the constraint projections.
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
The algorithm was programmed in FORTRAN and executed on an Hitachi Model PS7/83 computer of the University of Pretoria Computer Center. During the testing of the program hundreds of problems of modest size (n ~< 49, m ~< 150) have successfully been solved. In particular use was made of the randomly generated test problem defined by Ref. [10] . (1 ~<j ~<n), and each a U randomly selected between 1 and 1000. Note that here m = ~ + n. Table  l (a)] is that for fixed n the number of iterations appears to be almost independent of the number of constraints n3 involved, whilst for fixed r~ the iterations increases with n. Since each iteration requires the solution of up to n x n linear systems one would expect the solution of the dual problem to be more economic if n > rfi. This conclusion was confirmed by experiment. Accordingly the results given in Table l Table l (c). In Table 2 we list the ratios of the average times required by the new method to that of the simplex method for the problems corresponding to Tables l(b) and (c). Since for rh > n the simplex method is expected to perform faster on the dual problem, this problem was also solved for these cases and, to be fair, the best time was taken as the representative time for the simplex method. Although the problems used in the experiments are of relative small size the results do give some insight in the behaviour of the new algorithm. A first striking feature is that in many cases the first feasible vertex obtained is also the optimal vertex, which accounts for the small average number of restarts. Secondly the number of iterations are small but, as already stated, increases with n. In Of course it is difficult to compare the simplex method and the new method on the ground of the number of iterations since obviously the new algorithm requires more work per iteration. Nevertheless, everything being equal, the number of iterations required by a method is indicative of its potential to exploit parallel computers. Since each iteration is dependent on the outcome of the previous iteration a large number of iterations does indicate poor potential with regard to obtaining advantage from parallel processing. In this respect the large number of iterations required by the simplex method is in agreement with its known sequential nature. On the other hand the relative few iterations required by the new method indicate that it may very well be fruitful to study the structure of the new algorithm with the view to exploiting any inherent parallelism. More about this later.
Problem R(n, rh)

This problem was solved for various values of n and r~. The first significant finding [see
Although care has been taken in the implementation of the new method in this initial experimental investigation it cannot be claimed that the current code represents the most efficient possible implementation. The results are nevertheless encouraging as shown in Fig. 2 . Although the overall performance of the simplex method in this sequential implementation is superior the new method is not overshadowed. The new algorithm does worse along the diagonal n = fit but as the difference between n and fit increases the new method definitely becomes more competitive.
We return to the matter of parallelism. In order to take advantage of parallel processing an algorithm should be characterized by a sufficient number of concurrent tasks in order to keep a large number of processors busy. We note that Steps 2 and 3 of the new algorithm indeed satisfy this requirement. As examples we point out only three particular instances of parallelism which may be exploited. First of all we have the computation of the stepsizes h which are computed for each constraint in Step 2 as well as in the loop of Step 3 for j = 1 to n -1. Even allowing that we may specially program that for each j we do the calculations for one constraint less than the previous time, leads to fitn2+ n3/2 multiplications required per iteration. Obviously many of the stepsizes within a loop could be computed concurrently on a parallel processor thus reducing the multiplication time. Secondly the elements n~.r + 1, i = 1, 2 ..... r + 1 required in the construction of the matrix P'+ ' in equation (2.8) could also be computed in parallel. In our implementation this task represents n3/2 sequentially performed multiplications per iteration. Thirdly the time required for the multiplications done in computing qj+t at the end of the loop in Step 3, and representing in total also n3/2 multiplications per iteration, may also drastically be reduced by performing the operations on a parallel processor.
There are obviously also other parts of the algorithm, involving additions and divisions as well, that display high parallelism. However, restricting ourselves to the three specific examples above, it is evident that by performing a major part of the multiplications in parallel one may significantly reduce the effective total time required for these multiplications compared to the time required for sequentially performing fitn2+ 3n3>~ 5n3 (since in exploiting the dual fit i> n) multiplications on a sequential machine. This must be seen in comparison to the multiplications required in the "non-parallel" part of the algorithm, namely the n3/3 multiplications per iteration required for the successive solution of system (2.7), and the n3/3 multiplications required in Step 5 for the computation of x v. Note that Step 6 is performed rarely and only if x v is feasible. Here, by the way, the required test for feasibility is also highly parallel. It is clear that the new algorithm is highly parallel and one may therefore confidently expect that its implementation on a parallel machine may make it competitive, especially for large r~, with the simplex method.
A final point of interest is the occurrence of linear dependent projections, i.e. "parallel" constraints boundaries, in the implementation of the new method to real problems. This appears to be very rare and was encountered only once, interestingly enough in the application to the well-known Klee-Minty problem [ A geometrical representation of the computed path is given in Fig. 5 . This experiment seems to indicate that perturbation may indeed be the most satisfactory way to deal with the problem of linear dependence should it occur.
